In the last few days, the president of ANAJURE, Dr. Uziel Santana, has been actively gathering with diplomats from the Republic of Cuba, seeking to dialogue and answer in detail questions asked concerning the humanitarian projects that we develop at national and international level.

Several documents were presented to the Permanent Mission of Cuba to the United Nations in New York, showing the work performed by brazilian christian lawyers in defense of fundamental civil liberties, in assisting refugees and in humanitarian aid. Today (24), the answers were officially submitted in the Committee's response system.

Those activities are part of the management and procedures that take place during the Annual Session of the United Nations Committee on Non-Governmental Organizations in New York, where ANAJURE continues to work as to obtain consultative status with the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Council.

We underline that the agenda continues up to the next Wednesday (29) and that ANAJURE remains represented in New York until the end of this Annual Session.
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